Reflectivity by Ucaoimhu

Some squares in this puzzle will contain two letters; when you enter these, put a slash between them as shown. Once the grid is filled, these slashes will behave as mirrors; trace a ray from each $\over\over$ and $\over\over$ (in time-reversed order) in through the grid, bouncing off these mirrors perhaps, to see what character you end up hitting first outside the grid.

EASTWARD
1. Assumed musical about a bunch of whales is upsetting
6. Shoe-wiper Dorothy hides inside of Stock Room A
7. Help concerning Greek-sounding sea near Italy
11. Primarily, covers to sit over non-exterior goods!
12. One can imitate an eagle in a detached manner
13. Arctic resident’s plot to stab stevedore, say

SOUTHWARD
2. Outspoken guy will make crude sketches
3. Sing about no one a myriad myriad myriad times
4. Nine embracing mother’s large movie format
5. Bad tech is cut
8. Gin let loony get thrills perhaps
9. In front of church aisle let Ari show city in Florida
10. By seizing barely cold instrument